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As part of any “Phase 4” federal stimulus plan for the economy, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
and her House Democrat colleagues are insisting on a nearly $1 trillion aid package for
state and local governments. This comes on top of the nearly $250 billion that was already
channeled to states and cities earlier this year as part of the $2 trillion CARES package.
This would be by far the largest federal bailout of any business or government in the history
of the United States. Even the famous Marshall Plan, which provided Western Europe with
U.S. government aid following the devastation of World War II, only cost $15 billion, which is
less than half in today’s dollars of what the Pelosi blue state bailout would cost.
Without a doubt, the pandemic has strained government budgets at all levels by
simultaneously reducing tax revenues and increasing government expenses, such as
unemployment insurance compensation. Our research, based on the latest economic and
fiscal data nationally and across the 50 states, however, shows that because the economy
has grown much more rapidly than expected, the financial holes that many states and
localities are facing are at most half of what was expected. Yet, Speaker Pelosi has not
reduced her money demands accordingly.
We also found that the financial calamities facing certain states and cities are in large part
a result of their own fiscal mismanagement, both before and during the pandemic. These
problems include mismanaged pension funds, unnecessary business lockdowns, and years
of high taxation and excessive spending that were long ago unsustainable. All of these
factors together have combined to set the finances of many blue states into a downward
spiral of debt. We call these economically disabling policies that are making life miserable in
liberal states the Blue State Disease.
Although the “Phase 4” aid money would be distributed to all states and hundreds of cities,
this relief package is being called the Blue State Bailout because most of the money would
go to poorly run Democrat states–most notably, New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Massachusetts, Illinois, Michigan, and California.
There are at least a dozen states–many with Republican governors–that have already
balanced their budgets or are close to doing so without federal assistance. Most red states
have also been able to keep caseloads and deaths from coronavirus at levels much lower
than blue states, which foolishly crashed their economies and bankrupted their businesses.
According to the following reasons, we believe that any blue state bailout would be
improper and unwise:
1.

The bailout is unfair because it would reward fiscally irresponsible states that spend
almost twice as much per person as the most fiscally conscientious red states.

2. A blue state bailout would reward New York, New Jersey, Illinois, and other blue states
for their incompetent and economically crippling coronavirus response, which is further
magnified when compared to most red state responses. Federal aid will only enable
liberal states to continue with anti-growth lockdowns and other debilitating policies.
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3. A federal bailout is unfair to red state taxpayers because the funds would be used
to deal with blue state fiscal problems, such as massive pension deficits that long
predate the virus.
4. The federal government and the Federal Reserve have ALREADY provided almost
$500 billion in aid to states and cities, most of which has not even been spent yet.
5. Most red states have ALREADY balanced their budgets without any further federal
aid. Many even ended FY2020 with a surplus.
6. A $1 trillion federal bailout of states and localities is no longer needed because the
improved economy and higher than expected state and local tax revenues has closed
more than half the expected deficits.
7. The sector of the economy that LEAST needs more money is the government sector.
Job losses in government have been half as high as job losses in the private sector. If
states and cities are in such dire straits, how did they find the money to ADD nearly
100,000 workers in August?
8. The Pelosi bailout includes a new half trillion dollar tax loophole (state and local tax
deduction) that would be the biggest special interest tax carve-out for the rich in
American history.
Joe Biden recently declared that the feds should give money to states because while states
have balanced budget requirements, the federal government doesn’t. (He seems to think
that the federal government’s ability to borrow recklessly is a good thing.) But Biden’s
comments are based on the common fallacy that Washington has some multitrillion-dollar
stash of money that it can magically pass out to businesses, mayors, and governors. This
is an obvious fiction. The federal government doesn’t produce anything, and that’s why
it is called “the swamp.” Congress and the White House can only “give” money to states
by taking it from states and their people in the first place. Any money from the federal
government is a redistribution of income from taxpayers in some states to governments in
other states. For every state that is a winner, there is, necessarily, a state that is a loser.
In sum, giving money to governors and mayors is a highly inefficient way to help the
U.S. economy. The way out of our current economic and fiscal crisis is for Washington
to promote policies like payroll tax cuts and liability shields so that businesses can get
the private economy to grow faster and hire more workers. A payroll tax cut would get
into the paychecks of workers in every town in America in a matter of weeks. It would
not only reward work and hiring, but the money freed up from the tax cut could be spent
immediately on Main Street USA in small towns from coast to coast.

1. A Federal Bailout Would Unfairly Benefit Blue States With
Bloated Budgets While Taxing Fiscally Responsible Red States.
The figures below are eye-popping. New York spends DOUBLE per capita what Florida,
Texas, and Arizona spend. California spends nearly twice as much as Georgia and Idaho.
Oregon spends nearly 50% more than Georgia and Oklahoma. There are a few outliers, like
red state Wyoming, which is one of the biggest spending states.
A big chunk of the Pelosi $1 trillion bonanza bailout fund would go to Illinois, New York,
and New Jersey. The per capita spending of these states is 50% higher on average than the
southern and mountain states, many of which say they don’t want or need a bailout check
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from the federal government.
New York has a $30 billion budget DEFICIT this year, according to numbers released by
Governor Andrew Cuomo. That hole in the budget is as large as the entire state budget of
many mountain and southern states.

THE BLUE STATE–RED STATE DIVIDE
Highest

State and Local Spending Per Person

New York

$19,800

Wyoming

$17,700

California

$15,900

Oregon

$14,200

Massachusetts

$13,900

Vermont

$13,500

New Jersey

$13,200

Lowest
Texas

$9,600

Arizona

$9,200

Florida

$9,100

Oklahoma

$8,800

Indiana

$8,800

Idaho

$8,400

Georgia

$8,300

Source: Governmentspending.org

There is zero evidence that the blue states that spend the most have better services than
states that spend the least. Few states have worse public services than New York–just
take a look at the dreadful public schools in New York City. Meanwhile, Tennessee, which
has better state and local services than New York, spends one-half as much per person as
does the Empire State. Tennessee also spends one-third as much as California, Illinois, and
New Jersey. California spends roughly twice as much per mile on road construction than
Tennessee or Texas. It’s unclear why.

2. A Blue State Bailout Would Fund Bankrupt Blue State
Pensions.
For decades, states have promised relatively lavish pensions as part of their total
compensation to public employees. Like any promise, however, the bill must eventually be
paid.
Many states now have pension obligations that far exceed the funds saved for and
dedicated to that purpose. While some of these states are red states, the states with
the most unfunded pension liabilities tend to be blue states, like Illinois, New Jersey, and
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Connecticut. Across all states, unfunded pension liabilities total $4.9 trillion or $15,080 for
every man, woman, and child in the United States.1
Taking the example of Illinois, the General Assembly Retirement System is only about 15%
funded,2 and the state has over $130 billion in unfunded pension liabilities.3 This is despite
charging some of the highest taxes in the country. Taxes are also high in New Jersey and
Connecticut, but their state pensions are only 36% and 46% funded, respectively.4 There
are five states whose pensions are less than 50% funded,5 and every one of them has a
Democrat governor.
Not every state finds itself in such a fiscal quandary. South Dakota’s pensions are 100%
funded, and Tennessee’s are 97% funded, while Wisconsin has savings in excess of 100%
of its pension liabilities. All three states have Republican legislatures, and each voted for
President Trump in 2016. These pension liability trends did not suddenly begin in 2020.
Rather, they have been a long time coming, and many states have been slow to deal with
their impending financial Armageddon, preferring to stick their heads in the sand while
taxing and spending even more than before.
Where have all the pension dollars gone in these blue states? The independent organization
Illinois Policy ran a story on June 5, 2020 with the following subheading: “Illinois’ broken
pension system puts $100,000 a year or more into the hands of 62 former state lawmakers.
It has paid more than $1,000,000 to 94 of them.”6 The article explains that “for every $1
those lawmakers contributed to their retirements, they have taken nearly $12 out of the
system.” If a private company raided its pension funds like this, the executives would
be put in jail. Red state residents should NEVER have to pay for this almost criminal
mismanagement.

3. The Blue State Bailout Would Provide the Biggest Tax Cut
in History for the Richest Americans.
A key component of the $1 trillion blue state bailout plan–which passed the House earlier
this year–is a new tax write off which would greatly enrich Bill Gates, George Soros, Jeff
Bezos, and other rich Democrat campaign contributors. The Pelosi plan would reinstate the
deduction of state and local taxes from federal income taxes.
Under the Trump tax cut, the SALT deduction was eliminated above $10,000 of state and
local taxes paid. The Tax Policy Center, which is hardly conservative, finds that well over half
of the benefits of Pelosi’s $600 billion tax plan would go to the richest 1%. The TPC also
calculates that the Pelosi plan would deliver to the typical middle class household each year
a miniscule tax saving of just $10.
The Trump payroll tax cut directs 100% of the money to those with earnings of LESS than
$100,000, and the Democrats give close to 100% of the benefit of their tax cut to those who
make more than $100,000, with roughly half benefiting millionaires.

1
2
3
4
5
6

https://www.alec.org/issue/pension-reform/
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016. https://www.srs.illinois.gov/PDFILES/
oldAnnuals/GA16.pdf
Illinois State Budget Fiscal Year 2019 https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/budget/Documents/Budget%20Book/FY%202019/
Fiscal-Year-2019-Operating-Budget-Book.pdf
Tax Foundation: How Well-Funded Are Pension Plans in Your State? https://taxfoundation.org/state-public-pension-planfunding-coronavirus/
Ibid.
https://www.illinoispolicy.org/63-former-state-lawmakers-receiving-more-than-100k-pensions/
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Even liberal groups like the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities have denounced the
SALT deduction as aid to the super-rich.
Worse, the tax filers who would gobble up almost all the benefits live predominantly in blue
states: New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, California, Maryland, Oregon, Massachusetts,
and Minnesota. Almost half the benefits would go to the mansion and yacht owners in these
states.
Where are those “sock-it-to-the-rich” class warfare warriors Elizabeth Warren and Bernie
Sanders when we need them most?

Source: https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/09/04/the-salt-tax-deduction-is-a-handout-to-the-rich-it-shouldbe-eliminated-not-expanded/

4. Lockdown States Have Had Catastrophic Results in Terms
of Health and Damage to Their Economies and Must Not Be
Rewarded for Their Continued Bad Decisions.
We now have five months of data from all 50 states showing that severe lockdowns were
associated with much higher, not lower, death rates.
New York and New Jersey, for example, had by far the most number of deaths per 100,000
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residents, and they also had the strictest stay-at-home orders and business lockdown
requirements. Their death rates thus far have been at least four times higher than the
national average.
New York and New Jersey are
densely populated states, and
pandemics almost always tend to
be urban problems, because of
crowded city living. But Florida has
Miami along with the ninth highest
population density in America; yet,
its death rate is a small fraction of
the death rates in New York and
New Jersey. Texas has three of the
ten biggest cities in the country, yet
New Yorkers are five times more
likely to die from coronavirus than
Texans.
Citizens in the ten states (almost all blue states) with the most draconian restrictions on
outdoor activities and businesses had much higher death rates from coronavirus than other
states. The death rates in these states were about triple the rate (per 100,000 residents) of
many red states, which had minimal restrictions or no lockdowns at all. Amazingly, there is a
linear relationship between lockdowns and deaths, but in the direction opposite than what
lockdown advocates lockdowns would expect.
A major reason that New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and other blue
states have had devastatingly high death rates is that they were almost criminally negligent
in keeping seniors safe in nursing homes. States that protect seniors and people with
underlying health conditions can reduce death rates by as much as 80 percent. Such
measures would have saved far more lives than closing stores, salons, offices, and schools.
States with no lockdowns, including Utah, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, and the Dakotas,
have had very few deaths. Low death rate in these states speaks to the idiocy of the call
by the left for a national lockdown. And while it is true that Texas, Florida, Arizona, and
the Carolinas are facing a troubling burst of fresh coronavirus cases, most of the cases
are among younger residents who are much less likely to become very sick or die from
coronavirus.
Lockdowns in blue states didn’t kill off the virus, but they did kill their businesses and
economies. Still, many continue with debilitating lockdown strategies despite having
tragically soaring unemployment rates. Places like Chicago, Portland, New York and
Seattle are even near depression levels of economic activity. Seven of the eight states with
unemployment rates above 13 percent for the month of July were in blue states, including
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.
This evidence leads us to two policy conclusions. One, red states that did the right thing
by keeping their businesses open should not bail out blue states that responded poorly to
the virus. And two, a bailout would further de-stimulate the economy because more money
would enable blue states to continue with lockdowns.
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5. Red States Have Tightened Their Belts and Balanced Their
Budgets Without Bailout Money.
Utah just balanced its budget last month. So did Iowa, Nebraska, and Texas. South Dakota
just ended its 2020 fiscal year with a $19 million surplus.[23]
Residents in states that have acted with fiscal responsibility should not have to pay more
federal taxes to bail out blue states that have continued to spend and wait for a federal
bailout. If there is a will for blue states to balance their budgets, then red states show that
there is a way.
Instead of a bailout, now is the time for profligate blue states to re-examine their own
policies and spending priorities. As a letter7 from a group of Republican lawmakers
(organized by the American Legislative Exchange Council) notes: “While the economy has
produced record revenues in recent years, sadly, states have also continued to accumulate
massive amounts of debt and unfunded financial liabilities. A federal bailout would only
encourage this cycle of debt and spending to continue.”
As for the governors and local officials who are playing the hostage-taking game of slashing
vital services, theirs is an emotionally charged strategy that will ultimately backfire. Blue
cities might instead start cutting their artists-in-residence programs8 before laying off
firefighters. They could also go to Openthebooks.com9 and read the thousands of examples
of preposterous spending by states and cities that almost all taxpayers would support
cutting. State leaders demand a “new normal” from us; we should demand the same of
them, and it should include fiscal responsibility.

6. Pelosi and Blue State Governors Have VASTLY Overstated
the Fiscal Crisis.
When Nancy Pelosi, her Democrat colleagues in the House, and blue state governors and
mayors were first demanding bailout money from the federal government, their demand
was based on projections of an economy that would be flattened well into 2021. But
economic and job growth has FAR exceeded expectations this summer. The economy is still
weak and fragile given the economic shutdowns, but it is running briskly ahead of schedule.
The last four months have brought 10.5 million new jobs, and the unemployment rate of
8.4% wasn’t supposed to get this low until January 2021 at the earliest.
The fiscal projections for states and localities have improved significantly since the early
predictions in March and April. Now, the deficits are less than half of what was expected.
This means that states and localities are now able to financially deal with most of their own
programs. Still, Pelosi is insistent in her demand for $1 trillion. This only goes to show that
the money she demands is really for funding liberal spending programs, not keeping vital
state and local services intact.

7. Private Sector Workers Have Been Twice As Likely to Lose
Jobs As Government Workers. Why Is Washington Bailing Out
7
8
9

https://www.alec.org/article/state-leaders-say-no-thanks-to-federal-bailout/?utm_content=buffer9389d&utm_
medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.artistcommunities.org/publicrealm-municipalcasestudies
https://www.openthebooks.com/
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the Government Sector of the Economy That Has Been Hurt
the LEAST by Coronavirus?
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the sector of the economy that grew the most
in terms of payrolls last month was GOVERNMENT. The government added some 340,000
new jobs (some 240,000 were temporary Census jobs), with 95,000 added at the state and
local levels. Does that sound like an industry that is ailing?
The August jobs numbers from the BLS also tell a tale of two job markets in America:

UNEMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY
Government

5.7%

All Private Nonfarm

8.8%

Leisure/hosp.

21.3%

Mining

12.4%

Transportation

11.3%

Government workers now have the lowest unemployment rate of any industry in America
other than workers in finance and banking.
Here’s another way of describing
the imbalance: Throughout the
pandemic, a private sector worker
has been two times more likely
to face the indignity and financial
hardship of losing a job than a
government worker (8.1% versus
3.5% job losses) according to the
BLS data. This is because most
government workers have one
privilege that almost no one in the
private sector has: lifetime tenure.
These numbers undermine the logic or fairness of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s demand
for what would be by far the largest bailout of any institution in American history. She wants
taxpayers to write a check for $1 trillion to the sector of the economy that LEAST needs
more federal help.
Pelosi and Schumer’s insistence that the money be shoveled into the coffers of city hall and
state capitals is only further evidence that Democrats care more about the protected class
of government workers than the 140 million private sector employees.

8. The Federal Government Has Already Provided at Least $500
Billion This Year to States and Cities Through Grants and Loans.
The federal government has already appropriated $225 billion to states and cities through
the CARES Act enacted earlier this year. Among the appropriations are a general $150
billion COVID-19 Coronavirus Relief Fund, a $30 billion education costs fund, and a $45
billion disaster relief fund.
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However, only a small percentage of that $225 billion has been spent in many cases,
according to ALEC Chief Economist Jonathan Williams: “The U.S. Department of Treasury’s
Office of Inspector General (OIG) recently released a report detailing how much of the
CARES Act Coronavirus Relief Fund (CRF) allocations have been spent by states as of June
30th. While some states have reportedly allocated additional portions of the CRF support
but not yet incurred those costs, shockingly, the OIG report highlights that states have, on
average, spent less than one quarter of their federal CRF funds as of June 30.”
There is another massive avenue of bailout funds for states and cities, and that is the
Federal Reserve Bank’s Municipal Lending Facility (MLF). Starting earlier this year, the
Fed started providing a low interest federally subsidized line of credit to the states and
localities. Illinois has already started to take advantage of these low interest loans. The Fed
is essentially offering a life raft to many blue states by buying up their debt at below market
interest rates and offering states and cities another line of cash.
Enough is enough.

Conclusion
The hearts of all Americans’—regardless of their location or political affiliation—ache for
the residents of New York, Chicago, Boston, Portland, and San Francisco who have seen
their cities paralyzed first by the coronavirus and then by rioting. But these cities also spent
far more than cities in red states before the virus hit. The residents of these blue cities are
victims of fiscal incompetence and political cowardice when it came to ridding violence and
mayhem from their cities. We are speaking of politicians such as New York City Mayor Bill de
Blasio, who called rioting in Manhattan “mostly peaceful,” and Ted Wheeler of Portland, who
let gangs and hoodlums take over his city for three months.
The blue state bailout is also the most regressive tax idea in modern times because it would
tax residents in low-income states to pay for government services in high-income states.
New York, California, and Massachusetts are among the wealthiest states in terms of per
capita income. How preposterous would it be for the residents of Arkansas or Mississippi
to bail out Manhattan or Cambridge or Silicon Valley? Who would have thought that Pelosi
would be such a fierce advocate for reallocating money from the poor to the rich?
The federal government can only give states money by taking it from their residents in
the first place. Moreover, Uncle Sam is already on tap to borrow at least $4 trillion, so the
federal government is in even worse fiscal shape than the states. Borrowing the nation
into bankruptcy as our national debt approaches $25 trillion is no way to “stimulate” the
economy.
There is a much better way to get money to states and bring new life to their economies
at a fraction of the cost of a blue state bailout. Suspend the payroll tax until the end of the
year and let the 150 million workers in the states and the 30 million employers keep their
money to spend and invest in their local communities.
Now is exactly the right time for eliminating waste and inefficiency in city and state
budgets. American families are tightening their belts; state governments can, too. The
Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget is keeping track of where the COVID-19
money is going, and much of it is going directly to the states. Here are a few examples: $50
billion for increased Medicaid matching funds; $21 billion for increased SNAP (food stamp)
benefits; $150 billion for pandemic-related costs; $31 billion for education; and $11 billion for
coronavirus testing.
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What the states are requesting now is help with the tax receipt shortfalls they’re beginning
to see because of the economic shutdown. But state officials should view these shortfalls
as signals—families are hurting. Now is not the time to increase the burden of taxpayers or,
more likely, their children and grandchildren, many of whom aren’t alive today to voice their
opposition to being saddled with debt.
It would be unfair for citizens of red states—which have for the most part acted in a fiscally
responsible way and built up rainy-day reserves—to now have to pay for the profligacy and
unfunded pensions in blue states. Moreover, blue states have been much slower to reopen
their economies to business and commerce than red states. Why should red state taxpayers
have to suffer?
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State Leaders Say “No Thanks” to Federal Bailout
JULY 28, 2020
To: The Federal Government and Leaders in Washington DC
From: American Legislative Exchange Council and Partners
2900 Crystal Drive, 6th Floor, Arlington, VA 22202
The undersigned organizations, policy leaders and elected officials believe the idea of the
federal government “bailing out” the states would be harmful to taxpayers, federalism, and
ultimately the states themselves. Share your voice, sign the ALEC letter.
While economic conditions remain dire due to government-mandated business closures
during the pandemic, federal lawmakers have already granted a general $150 billion
COVID-19 relief fund, a $30 billion education costs fund, a $45 billion disaster relief fund
and more for state and local governments. We feel a federal bailout of state budgets would
be counterproductive – rewarding states that have made poor financial decisions at the
expense of those that have been fiscally responsible.
For instance, in recent years North Carolina lawmakers have done the difficult, but
essential work to balance their budget while keeping spending in check. By doing so,
they dramatically reduced the state’s personal and corporate income tax rates, built up
an empty rainy day fund to $1.17 billion and accumulated a balance of $3.9 billion in the
Unemployment Trust Fund, after repaying more than $3 billion in debt. On the other end of
the spectrum, Illinois’ rainy day fund would only keep the state running for about 15 minutes.
Illinois state debt and unfunded liabilities surpassed $486 billion ($38,000 per resident) —
equal to 56 percent of the state’s GDP.
History teaches us that federal bailouts are harmful to the states. During the 2009 debate
on the Obama-era American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), many ALEC
legislators warned that the strings attached to federal dollars, like maintenance of effort
requirements, would be far costlier than the “shovel ready projects.” That explains why each
dollar of federal aid to states has been shown to drive state taxes higher by 33 to 42 cents
in the long-term.
In 2009 the national debt was roughly $10 trillion. Now, with the debt having just surpassed
$24 trillion – enough is enough. Like the federal government, many states lack spending
restraint after many good years of economic growth. Even after fully accounting for
population growth and inflation, state and local government direct general expenditures
ballooned by 88% over the past 40 years. In many states, true spending growth was even
higher, due to the growth of spending in special funds.
While the economy has produced record revenues in recent years, sadly, states have also
continued to accumulate massive amounts of debt and unfunded financial liabilities. A
federal bailout would only encourage this cycle of debt and spending to continue. It would
also send the wrong message to states that have made difficult spending choices and
practiced fiscal discipline.
State and local government budgets may be out of balance but that does not mean they
are out of cash. The most recent U.S. Census Annual Survey of State and Local Government
Finances shows they had $1.66 trillion in cash and securities in 2017. That’s just what Census
classifies as ‘other’ and excludes cash in insurance trust funds, bond funds, and cash held to
offset debt.
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For the reasons outlined above, we believe a bailout of the states would be harmful. Doing
so would not only increase the federal debt, it would lead to higher taxes and spending at
the state level and cause an additional erosion of federalism. Instead, states should work to
craft a priority-based budget. The American people are being forced to make difficult but
fiscally responsible decisions during the pandemic, and states need to do the same.
I AGREE, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT BAIL OUT THE STATES:
Legislators:
Legislators:
Speaker Philip Gunn-MS
Representative David Eastman-AK
Senator Arthur Orr-AL
Senator Dan Roberts-AL
Representative Arnold Mooney-AL
Representative David Faulkner-AL
Representative Mike Holmes-AL
Senator Bob Ballinger-AR
Representative Jim Dotson-AR
Senator Rick Gray-AZ
Senator Vince Leach-AZ
Representative David Livingston-AZ
Representative Walter Blackman-AZ
Senator Sylvia Allen-AZ
Representative Shawnna Bolick-AZ
Representative Bret Roberts-AZ
Representative Frank Carroll-AZ
Representative Perry Buck-CO
Representative Lori Saine-CO
Senator Kevin Lundberg-CO (Retired)
Senator Vicki Marble-CO
Senator John Cooke-CO
Representative Mike La Rosa-FL
Representative Randy Fine-FL
Representative Stan McClain-FL
Representative Mike Hill-FL
Representative Anthony Sabatini-FL
Representative Byron Donalds-FL
Representative Ana Maria Rodriguez-FL
Representative Spencer Roach-FL
Senator Dennis Baxley-FL
Representative Tommy Gregory-FL
Senator David Simmons-FL
Representative Juan Fernandez Barquin-FL
Senator Manny Diaz Jr.-FL
Representative Clay Yarborough-FL
Representative Bruce Williamson-GA
Councilwoman Leslie McPherson-GA
Representative Philip Thompson-IA
Senate President Charles Schneider-IA
Representative Joe Mitchell-IA
Senator Zach Whiting-IA
Speaker Linda Upmeyer-IA
Speaker Pro Tempore John Wills-IA
Representative Skyler Wheeler-IA
Representative Jeff Shipley-IA
Senator Zach Nunn-IA
Representative Sage Dixon-ID
Representative Jim Clark-ID (Retired)
Representative Mike Kingsley-ID
Senator Steve Vick-ID
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Representative Tammy Nichols-ID
Representative Vito Barbieri-ID
Representative Joe Sosnowski-IL
Retired Senator and Current Kane County Board
Chairman Chris Lauzen-IL
Senator Linda Rogers-IN
Representative Steven Davisson-IN
Treasurer Richard Mourdock-IN (Retired)
Senator Jim Buck-IN
Representative Heath Van Natter-IN
Representative Renee Erickson-KS
Representative Steve Brunk-KS (Retired)
Senator Julia Lynn-KS
Senator Mary Pilcher-Cook-KS (Retired)
Senator Ty Masterson-KS
Senator Richard Hilderbrand-KS
Representative Will Carpenter-KS
Senator Mike Thompson-KS
Representative John Barker-KS
Representative Chris Croft-KS
Representative Susan Humphries-KS
Senator Robert Olson-KS
Representative Steven Johnson-KS
Representative Rick Edmonds-LA
Representative Peter Durant-MA
Representative John Rogers-MA
Delegate Kathryn Szeliga-MD
Delegate Daniel Cox-MD
Senator Michael Hough-MD
Senator Andrew Serafini-MD
Delegate Susan Krebs-MD
Delegate Trent Kittleman-MD
Commissioner Andre Cushing-ME
Representative Luke Meerman-MI
Senator Dan Lauwers-MI
Representative Steven Johnson-MI
Representative Susan Pollock-MO
Representative Jason Chipman-MO
Representative Ben Baker-MO
Representative Justin Hill-MO
Representative Bruce DeGroot-MO
Senator Ed Emery-MO
Senator Bob Onder-MO
Representative Nick Schroer-MO
Senator Eric Burlison-MO
Senator William Eigel-MO
Speaker Tim Jones-MO (Retired)
Representative Pat Garofalo-MN
Senator Mary Kiffmeyer-MN
Representative Becky Currie-MS
Representative Brady Williamson-MS

Senator Joel Carter-MS
Senator Michael Phillips-MT
Senator Roger Webb-MT
Representative Bill Mercer-MT
Representative Becky Beard-MT
Representative Jason Saine-NC
Representative Dana Bumgardner-NC
Representative George Cleveland-NC
Representative Vicky Steiner-ND
Representative Craig Headland-ND
Senator Michael Groene-NE
Senator John Arch-NE
Senator Steve Halloran-NE
Senator Ben Hansen-NE
Senator Steve Erdman-NE
Senator Robert Clements-NE
Senator Curtis Friesen-NE
Senator John Lowe-NE
Representative Kenneth Weyler-NH
Representative Jordan Ulery-NH
Representative Tony Lekes-NH
Representative Norman Major-NH
Representative Glenn Cordelli-NH
Representative Keith Erf-NH
Representative Bob Greene-NH
Representative Dick Hinch-NH
Representative Jess Edwards-NH
Representative Mark Warden-NH
Representative Mark Abear-NH
Representative Larry Scott-NM
Representative Jim Townsend-NM
Representative George Lang-OH
Representative Thomas Brinkman-OH
Representative Scott Wiggam-OH
Senator Michael Bergstrom-OK
Senator Marty Quinn-OK
Representative Robert Manger-OK
Representative Marilyn Stark-OK
Representative Mike Sanders-OK
Representative Kevin West-OK
Representative Garry Mize-OK
Representative Chad Caldwell-OK
Representative Denise Crosswhite Hader-OK
Representative Mark Lepak-OK
Senator David Bullard-OK
Senator Lonnie Paxton-OK
Senator James Leewright-OK
Representative Kevin McDugle-OK
Representative Jim Olsen-OK
Senator Nathan Dahm-OK
Senator Gary Stanislawski-OK
Senator Chuck Hall-OK
Senator Mark Allen-OK
Senator Paul Rosino-OK
Representative Nicole Miller-OK
Senator Julie Daniels-OK
Representative Kenton Patzkowsky-OK

Representative E. Werner Reschke-OR
Representative Francis Ryan-PA
Representative Gary Day-PA
Representative Dawn Keefer-PA
Representative Cris Dush-PA
Representative Seth Grove-PA
Representative Patricia Morgan-RI
Representative Bill Taylor-SC
Representative Alan Clemmons-SC
Representative Anne Thayer-SC
Representative Patrick Haddon-SC
Representative Garry Smith-SC
Representative Steven Long-SC
Senator Rex Rice-SC
House Majority Leader Lee Qualm-SD
Senator Jim Stalzer-SD
Representative David Johnson-SD
Representative Tina Mullalley-SD
Representative Chris Johnson-SD
Representative David Byrd-TN
Representative Martin Daniel-TN
Representative Christopher Todd-TN
Representative Bruce Griffey-TN
Representative Dennis Powers-TN
Representative Rush Bricken-TN
Representative James White-TX
Representative Phil King-TX
Representative Tony Tinderholt-TX
Representative Dana Miller-TX
Senator Lincoln Fillmore-UT
Representative Norman Thurston-UT
Senate President Stuart Adams-UT
Representative Mike Thompson-UT
Representative Mark Strong-UT
Representative Kim Coleman-UT
Representative Marc Roberts-UT
Senator Daniel McCay-UT
Representative Cory Maloy-UT
Representative Cheryl Acton-UT
Representative Karianne Lisonbee-UT
Representative Jon Hawkins-UT
Senator Jake Anderegg-UT
Representative Jeff Moss-UT
Representative Melissa Ballard-UT
Representative Candice Pierucci-UT
Representative Adam Robertson-UT
Representative David Murphy-WI
Senator Patricia Rucker-WV
Delegate Larry Kump-WV
Delegate Geoff Foster-WV
Senator Bo Biteman-WY
Representative Dan Laursen-WY
Representative David Miller-WY
Representative Richard Tass-WY
Representative Donald Burkhart-WY
Representative Timothy Hallinan-WY
Senator Eli Bebout-WY

Americans For Prosperity State Directors:
Tim Phillips- President of Americans For Prosperity
Ryan Mckee-Alaska
Stephen Shadegg-Arizona
Ryan Norris-Arkansas

Jesse Mallory-Colorado
Skylar Zander-Florida
Stephen Allison-Georgia
Andrew Nelms-Illinois
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Michael Chartier-Indiana
Drew Klein-Iowa
Elizabeth Patton-Kansas
Mike Conway-Kentucky
Annie Patnaude-Michigan
Jason Flohrs-Minnesota
Steven Utroska-Mississippi
Jeremy Cady-Missouri
David Herbst-Montana
Jessica Shelburn-Nebraska
Juan Martinez-Nevada
Greg Moore-New Hampshire
Tony Howley-New Jersey
Burly Cain-New Mexico

Chris McCoy-North Carolina
Michael Fedorchak-North Dakota
Micah Derry-Ohio
John Tidwell-Oklahoma
Ashley Klingensmith-Pennsylvania
Andrew Yates-South Carolina
Don Haggar-South Dakota
Jerome Greener-Texas
Tori Venable-Tennessee
Heather Williamson-Utah
JC Hernandez-Virginia
Jason Huffman-West Virginia
Eric Bott-Wisconsin

Stakeholders:
Cindy Tubbs-Tea Party Patriots
Amelia Jimenez-Tea Party Patriots
Deb Fuqua-Tea Party Patriots
Beth Munson-Tea Party Patriots
Linda Kinney-Tea Party Patriots
Joe Tortorici-Tea Party Patriots
Monica Fermoyle-Tea Party Patriots
Michael Richards-Tea Party Patriots
Al Frech-Tea Party Patriots
Ellie Gulledge-Tea Party Patriots
Nancy Lanigan-Tea Party Patriots
Katherine Kaplan-Locke-Tea Party Patriots
David Donaldson-Tea Party Patriots
Guy S. Hughes-Tea Party Patriots
Sheila Bernhard-Tea Party Patriots
Barry Thistlethwaite-Tea Party Patriots
Randy Hicks-Tea Party Patriots
Leslie Stroud-Tea Party Patriots
Helen Brown-Tea Party Patriots
Russell Blandn-Tea Party Patriots
Suzanne Guggenheim-Tea Party Patriots
Michael Ward-Tea Party Patriots
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Matthew Vermillion-Tea Party Patriots
Martha Presson-Tea Party Patriots
Joseph Pero-Tea Party Patriots
Raymond Shaw-Tea Party Patriots
Thomas Schatz-President of Council for Citizens
Against Government Waste
Byron Schlomach-1889 Institute
Jeff Hunt-Centennial Institute
Laurie Belsito-Fiscal Alliance Foundation
Joseph Yocca-National Tax Limitation Committee
Barbara Bailey-National Tea Party
Robert Fellner-Nevada Policy Research Institute
Brian Fojtik
Ray Chadwick-Chairman of Granite State Taxpayers
Adam Guillete-President of Accuracy in Media
Carl Bearden-CEO of United for Missouri’s Future
Dave Trabert-CEO of Kansas Policy Institute
Donald Bryson-Civitas Institute
Charlie Copeland-Intercollegiate Studies Institute
Carla Sonntag-New Mexico Business Coalition
Professor Barry Poulson-University of Colorado
Greg McNeilly

